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PROVISIONAL AGENDA FOR THE THIRD MEETING

1. Adoption of the agenda

2. Important new developments: Briefing by the Executive Secretary
   (a) Policy dialogue on economic cooperation in Central Asia, Berlin meeting
   (b) ECOSOC reform and any developments concerning UN reform
   (c) OSCE follow-up: Prague meeting
   (d) Recommendations on Population and Housing Censuses
   (e) Central European Initiative Ministerial Meeting, Tirana
   (f) First Global Road Safety Week – April 2007

3. Preparations for the first meeting of the Committee on Economic Cooperation and Integration
   (a) Draft terms of reference (revised)
   (b) Draft outline of programme of work

4. TIR convention

5. Possible themes of the 2007 session of the Commission

6. Extrabudgetary projects
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7. Other business

8. Meeting with the Chair and Vice-chairs of the Committee on Trade
   (a) Report on implementation of work for the past 12 months
   (b) Programme of work for the next 12 months
   (c) Progress on implementation of ECE Reform
       • Revised terms of reference of the Committee on Trade
       • Results of review of subsidiary structure of the Committee
       • Intersectoral activities, if any
       • Consolidation of work on agricultural quality standards between OECD and ECE
       • Relations with other organizations: existing cooperation, new initiatives, etc.
   (d) Biennial evaluation
   (e) Other issues of concern to the Committee.